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INTRODUCTION
Mr. Edward Arthur Vigil, Defendant-Appellant, was the defendant in the trial
court and will be referred to by name. Plaintiff-Appellee, the State of Colorado, will
be referred to as the prosecution or the State. Numbers in parentheses refer to the
volume and page number of the record on appeal.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED
I.

The trial court shall dismiss a juror for cause if the juror manifests a bias

for or against the defendant, or for or against the prosecution. Impartial and unbiased
jurors cannot be dismissed for cause. The court dismissed Jurors Case and Latoski for
cause because they both believed it was possible that teenaged witnesses were not
telling the truth about allegations of sex assault against adults even if those teenaged
witnesses reported the allegations to police officers, counselors, family members, and
lawyers. Did the court correcdy dismiss these jurors for cause?

II.

In order to protect a defendant's constitutional rights to counsel and fair

trial, when a defendant expresses dissatisfaction with counsel the court must inquire
into the reasons for the dissatisfaction. Mr. Vigil told the court, before the
prosecution and defense began their individual voir dire, that he was dissatisfied with
counsel because he [Mr. Vigil] learned the day before that counsel had mistakenly
failed to contact or subpoena two essential defense witnesses, and felt that counsel
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was not representing him to the fullest extent of counsel's ability. Under these
circumstances, was the court required to inquire into the reasons for Mr. Vigil's
dissatisfaction and assess whether new counsel was required, or did the court properly
ignore Mr. Vigil's concerns and properly force Mr. Vigil to go to trial with unprepared
and/ or incompetent counsel?
III.

A defendant's right to be represented by counsel of choice is grounded

in the Sixth Amendment and guarantees a defendant the freedom to retain an attorney
the defendant trusts and in whom the defendant has confidence. Mr. Vigil sought the
court's help and permission to dismiss unwanted counsel, but the court ignored him.
Under these circumstances, did the court properly ignore Mr. Vigil's concerns and
properly force Mr. Vigil to go to trial with unwanted, unprepared and/or incompetent
counsel?
IV.

Under Crim. P. 33(c), the trial court may grant a new trial if required in

the interests of justice. The court, in considering defense counsel's motion for new
trial, knew that (1) defense counsel requested a continuance on the first day of trial
because he failed to contact and/or subpoena two potentially exculpatot)T witnesses,
J ones and McCollum; (2) Jones and McCollum both told police that Mr. Vigil could
not have sexually assaulted L.M. as L.M. had alleged; (3) Jones and McCollum were
subpoenaed to appear and testify; but (4) Jones and McCollum disobeyed their
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subpoenas and did not show. Under these circumstances, did the interests of justice
require the trial court to grant Mr. Vigil a new trial?

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On May 18, 2007, the Adams County District Attorney's Office charged Mr.
Vigil with sexual assault on a child by one in a position of trust, pattern,1 and sexual
assault on a child by one in a position of trust. 2 (vl, ppl-2). The prosecution alleged
these offenses to have occurred between and including November 1, 2006, and
December 22, 2006.(Id).
Mr. Vigil tried his case to a jury, and the jury convicted him of both charges.(Id
at p66; v13, pp63-66). The court subsequently sentenced Mr. Vigil to fifteen years to
life in the Department of Corrections ("DOC") for the position of trust/pattern
count, and ten years to life for the position of trust count.(v15, pp13-14). The court
ordered both sentences to run concurrently with lifetime parole. (vi , p66; v15, p13).
Mr. Vigil, through counsel, subsequently filed a timely Notice of Appeal,
thereby perfecting this direct appeal. (See vi, p84).

§ 18-3-405.3(1), (2)(b), c.R.S. (2007)(F3).
2 § 18-3-405.3(1), c.R.S. (2007) (F4).
1
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
The State's case against Mr. Vigil rested substantially on the allegations of L.M.,
and therefore the jury's assessment of her credibility would determine the fate of Mr.
Vigil at trial.
At the time of L.M.'s allegations, Mr. Vigil was a certified addictions counselor
working at the Arapahoe House, a residential treatment facility located in Thornton,
Colorado.(vl0, pp4-5; v11, p77). L.M. was a sixteen-year-old cocaine addict, admitted
to the Arapahoe House to receive treatment for cocaine addiction after she pleaded
guilty to felony "breaking and entering," destruction of property, and auto theft. (Id).
In his capacity as a counselor at Arapahoe House, Mr. Vigil had issued several

citations to L.M. for various rule violations, such as smoking cigarettes.(vll, pp95-99).
Clients who received rule violations lost privileges and were assigned extra work.
Thus, after receiving one particular violation, L.M. got extremely angry and threatened
Mr. Vigil telling him, "you are going to get yours.,,3(Id). Shortly after making this
threat, L.M. accused Mr. Vigil of sexual assault.
L.M. alleged that during her time at Arapahoe House, Mr. Vigil inappropriately
touched her on four different occasions. She alleged that:
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At trial, L.M. claimed tllat she did not threaten Mr. Vigil.(vl0, pl04).
4

• Mr. Vigil inappropriately touched her over her clothes in the (1) classroom, (2)
kitchen, and (3) gymnasium; and
• on December 18, 2006, (4) Mr. Vigil called her outside while she and the other
residents were playing volleyball in the gym, gave her a cigarette, and touched
her vaginal and breast areas, underneath her clothing. When asked why she
remained with Mr. Vigil after she rebuffed his efforts to touch her further, L.M.
testified that "Part of [her] really wanted the cigarette."
(vl, p55; vl0, pp23, 28, 34-36, 39-66).
D.S., L.M.'s boyfriend, was a sixteen-year-old methamphetamine and marijuana
addict, admitted to the Arapahoe House to receive treatment for his addictions after
he had been arrested for throwing rocks at cars as they drove down State Highway
2.(vll, pp30, 46). Like L.M., D.S. did not like Mr. Vigil and frequendy "would start
cussing at lMr. Vigil], saying [fuck], telling him to go [fuck] off or something like that,
or calling lMr. Vigil a bitch],"(Id at ppll, 42). Although previously undisclosed, D.S.
claimed at trial that he witnessed Mr. Vigil "smack [L.M.'s] butt and grab it" as Mr.
Vigil and L.M. were horsing around in dle gymnasium.(Id at pp35, 44-46; vl, p12).
D.S. could not remember approximately when this alleged incident in the gym
happened, but he believed it happened sometime while he was at the Arapahoe
House.(vll, p34).
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The rest of L.M.'s allegations regarding inappropriate touching in the
classroom, kitchen,

and during the December 18th volleyball game were

uncorro borated.
The lead detective assigned to investigate L.M.'s allegations, Robin Danni
("Danni"), interviewed several people at the Arapahoe House in connection with this
case.(vll, pp11-14; vi, pp7-15). One of Danni's interviews was with Terrance Jones
(''Jones''), a counselor who worked on the night of the volleyball game. As a
counselor, Jones was responsible for watching and keeping track of the "clients"
under his care. Jones told Danni, in pertinent part, that:
he worked on the evening of 121806 and that he was one
of the staff members at the volleyball game. He stated that
[L.M.] was on his team and that she didn't leave the gym
either on her own or with [M:r. Vigil]. Mr. Jones recalled
that [Mr. Vigil] had helped another staff member with an
unruly client and that [Mr. Vigil] came to the volleyball
game after that, but that [Mr. Vigil] hadn't removed [L.M.]
from the game.
(vi, Affidavit for Arrest Warrant, pll).
Danni also interviewed John McCollum ("McCollum"), a shift supervisor for
Arapahoe House. As a shift supervisor, McCollum was also responsible for watching
and keeping track of the "clients" under his care. McCollum told Danni, in pertinent
part, that he:
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recalled the night of 121806 and stated that there were 1718 clients in the building that night. He stated on that night,
they were in the gym area for 2 to 2-1/2 hours. Mr.
McCollum said that [Mr. Vigil] was dealing with a client
that was AWOL in the parking lot and that [Mr. Vigil]
came into the gym area about 1 to 1-1/2 hours after
everyone else was there. He recalled that [Mr. Vigil] went
outside at one point to have a cigarette, but that [Mr. Vigil]
did not take anyone else with him. Mr. McCollum further
stated that he did not see [L.M.] upset that night.

(Id at p12).
Finally, Danni interviewed L.F., a client of Arapahoe House. L.F. told Danni, in
pertinent part, that:
in her opinion, the allegations against [Mr. Vigil] are "B.S."
She said that [L.M.] would ask [Mr. Vigil] for cigarettes
frequently, but that [Mr. Vigil] wouldn't give her any ....
[L.F.] said she was playing volleyball on 121806, and that
[L.M.] was right next to her the whole evening and never
went anywhere with [Mr. Vigil].

(Id at pll). None of these three witnesses testified at Mr. Vigil's 1:1:ial. 4
After the jury returned its guilty verdict, Mr. Vigil told the probation
department that he was innocent, and said:
My lawyer sold me out. He did not get a hold of twoS
witnesses who would have stated tl1at I could not of [sic]
committed the sexual assault. (J\1y lawyer was worthless). I
am innocent I will file an appeal this whole case was a
Sham!!!
The Department of Social Services also investigated L.M.'s allegations and dropped
the case finding the evidence was "inconclusive." (vi , p14).
5 It is not clear whether Mr. Vigil was aware ofL.F.'s statements to Detective Danni.

4
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(v2, p2). Mr. Vigil also professed his innocence and referred to his lawyer's
incompetence to the court at sentencing.(Seev15, ppl0-11).
Additional facts necessaq for the resolution of this appeal will be presented as
needed in the argument below.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
I.

Jurors Case and Latoski did not manifest a bias for or against the

defendant, or for or against the prosecution. Therefore, the court correctly dismissed
these jurors for cause.
II.

Given that Mr. Vigil expressed dissatisfaction with counsel, the court

was required to inquire into tlle reasons for his dissatisfaction. However, the court did
not inquire, ignored Mr. Vigil's concerns, and forced Mr. Vigil to go to trial with
unprepared and/or incompetent counsel. Reversal is therefore required.
III.

Mr. Vigil sought the court's help and permission to dismiss unwanted

counsel, but the court ignored him, and forced Mr. Vigil to go to trial with unwanted,
unprepared and/or incompetent counsel in violation of Mr. Vigil's right to be
represented by counsel of his choice. Reversal is tllerefore required.
IV.

The facts and circumstances of this case required the trial court to grant

Mr. Vigil a new trial in the interests of justice.
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ARGUMENT
I.
The Trial Court Erred When It Granted Two Of The State's
Challenges For Cause. The Dismissed Jurors Were Exactly The Kind Of Jurors
That Would Have Ensured That Mr. Vigil Received A Fair Trial By Evaluating
All The Evidence And Determining Whether The Teenaged Witnesses Were
Telling The Truth, As Opposed To Automatically Believing The Teenaged
Witnesses Because They Persisted In Reporting Their Allegations To Police
Officers, Counselors, Family Members And Lawyers.

A.

Standard of Review and Preservation.

A trial judge'S decision to deny a challenge for cause is reviewed for an abuse of
discretion. People v. Prator, 833 P.2d 819, 821 (Colo. App. 1992). "The placing of this
discretion in the trial judge does not, however, permit appellate courts to abdicate
their responsibility to ensure that the requirements of fairness are fulfilled." Morgan v.
People, 624 P.2d 1331, 1332 (Colo. 1981).
When the prosecution exhausts all of its peremptory challenges, and the trial
court erroneously grants it additional challenges for cause, the effect "is to impair the
defendant's ability to change the ultimate composition of the jury." See People v.
Macrander, 828 P.2d 234, 244 (Colo. 1992). Such an error "affects a substantial right of
the defendant and cannot be deemed harmless." Id; People v. Lefebre, 5 P.3d 295, 30405 (Colo. 2000); People v. Cohn, 160 P.3d 336, 344 (Colo. App. 2007).
Defense counsel preserved this issue for review when he objected to the court's
decision to grant the State's challenges for cause. (v9, p44).
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B.

Relevant Facts.

At the beginning of voir dire, the court asked all of the potential jurors in the
jury questionnaire, "Is there any reason you believe you could not be a fair and
impartial juror in a criminal case?" Both Jurors Case and Latoski answered "No."(v4,
Jury Questionnaire, Juror Nos. 40, 54).
Additionally, the court asked the potential jurors if they could "listen, analyze,
deliberate, and render a verdict of guilty or not guilty."(v8, p140). None of the jurors,
including Case and Latoski, said they could not. (Id).
The prosecutor then took over voir dire. He asked the prospective jurors if
there was anybody that would require the prosecution to prove the allegations beyond
all doubt, and whether there was anybody in the jury pool who would not follow the
law. (Id at pp 168, 174). None of the jurors, including Case and Latoski, said they
would not.(Id).
The prosecutor then asked, ''Who believes that children often make up stories
that adults have sexually assaulted them?"(Id at p185). One juror answered "sure."(v8,
pp185-86). Another juror agreed.(Id. at p187). As both jurors had personal experience
with children lying about sexual assault, the prosecutor could not talk them out of
their views, (see id. at pp185-86), so he quicldy moved on:
[Prosecutor]: Who else believes that kids make these
things up ? Yes sir?
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THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: I think they can.
[Prosecutor]: Okay.

THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: I think ... it's a very
severe statement to make, but I think they do it for
attention. I think that because they know of how much
attention they'll get in society today that it's very easy to get
attention or want someone to love them or want someone
to, you know, feel sorry for them or --

[Prosecutor]: Does it make sense to you that a lS-or-16year old girl, for attention's sake, would report it to police
officers, counselors, family members, lawyers?

THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Not in that case no.
[Prosecutor]: Jurors, judges, cops? Does that make sense
to you?

THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: No.
(ld. at pp188-89). Thus, in the case of this prospective juror, the prosecutor got what

he wanted-a juror who presumed that teenaged witness's who reported allegations of
sexual assault to police officers, counselors, family members, and lawyers, are always
telling the truth. However, Jurors Case and Latoski disagreed with the prospective
juror's view:

[Prosecutor]: Who does that make sense to? Yes, ma'am,
you?
Uuror Case]: It all depends because [L.M.] was in a
treatment center. Who knows what she was wanting or
needing. I don't know how long she was in there, if she was
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still, I wouldn't call it still, recovering from being addicted
to something, wanting something, missing compassion
from her family, wanting compassion. Maybe [Mr. Vigil]
offered her something.

[Prosecutor]: Are you Ms. Case?

Uuror Case] : Yes.
[Prosecutor]: Ms. Case do you understand that it's just
exactly that kind of do you think .... that most persons
who commit these kinds of crimes are hoping that other
people will have, to avoid responsibility? Do you
understand that?
Uuror Case]: I understand that. But being a mother of a
teenager, not in, just knowing how a teenager, you have - how do I explain this - - will go to the extreme point where
the truth comes out and depending on her situation and
where she was at, her family's situation.

THE COURT: You need to wrap.
[Prosecutor]: Okay, Judge. One more question, if I may.
Is there anybody whQ feels as strongly as Ms. Case does,
that some people of this age group are just so
fundamentally dishonest that they would take this to the
wall no matter what?
Uuror Latoski]: I think so.
[The court then sent the jurors home for the day.]

(Id. at pp189-90). The next day, after the defense's voir dire, the prosecutor challenged
Jurors Case and Latoski for cause:
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[Prosecutor]: Judge, yesterday, at right about five, Mrs.
Case was talking about how she thinks that teenagers
necessarily make things up for various reasons; and it's my
position that she cannot fairly listen to the testimony of
teenagers who were residents of the Arapahoe House at the
time that this happened.
I then addressed the panel as a whole and said, "Is there
anybody here who agrees with Mrs. Case?" Ms. Latoski
raised her hand and talked about being I think a faculty in a
residential facility and expressed the same feeling that
teenagers necessarily make things up. So I don't think that
even --

THE COURT: Any objection?
[Defense Counsel]: I guess we would object, your Honor.
I don't remember her stating that she would not be able to
follow the Court's directions if she were to be selected.

THE COURT: I made some notes, and I recall what she
said. I'm going to strike Ms. Case and Ms. Latoski.
(v9, pp43-44).

C.

Law and Analysis.

The due process clauses of the United States and Colorado constitutions
guarantee a defendant's right to a fair trial. Morrison v. People, 19 P.3d 668, 672 (Colo.
2000); U.S. Const. amends. V, XIV; Colo. Const. art. II §§ 16, 25. In order for a
defendant to have a fair trial, he or she must be provided with an impartial jury. See
Nailor v. People, 612 P.2d 79, 80 (Colo. 1980); U.S. Const. amend. VI (right to impartial
jury).
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In accordance with this right to a fair trial and impartial jury, the prosecution
and the defense may exercise peremptory challenges and challenge jurors for cause.
Pursuant to the Colorado Rules of Criminal Procedure, the court shall sustain a
challenge for cause on the following grounds:
The existence of a state of mind in a juror manifesting a
bias for or against the defendant, or for or against the
prosecution ... shall be grounds for disqualification of the
juror, unless the court is satisfied that the juror will render
an impartial verdict based solely upon the evidence and the
instructions of the court.
Crim. P. 24(b)(1)(X). The Colorado Revised Statutes also contain a similar provision.

See § 16-10-103(1)G), CR.S. However, while the court has considerable discretion in
deciding whether to grant a challenge for cause, an impartial and unbiased juror
should not and cannot be dismissed for cause. See Lefebre, 5 P.3d at 303(Colo.
2000) (only jurors who possess an "unchangeable state of mind" and are
"unequivocally biased" may be dismissed for cause); People v. Sandoval, 733 P.2d 319,
320-22 (Colo. 1987); People v. Romero, 593 P.2d 365, 369 (Colo. App. 1978). "To
determine whether a trial court abused its discretion in ruling on a challenge for cause,
the entire voir dire of the prospective juror must be reviewed by the appellate court."

Carrillo v. People, 974 P.2d 478, 485 (Colo. 1999).
Here, the court dismissed Juror Case for cause because she told the prosecutor
that whether or not it made "sense" that a 15 or 16-year-old girl would falsely report
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allegations of sexual assault to "police, officers, counselors, family lnembers, [and]
lawyers," depended upon the facts of the case. (See v8, pp188-90).
As an example, Juror Case indicated that she would consider how long L.M.
was in the treatment center, what she was "wanting or needing," and whether L.M.
was "missing compassion from her family, wanting compassion." (Id). These factors
were important to Juror Case in determining L.M.'s credibility because, depending on
the evidence and based on her experience as a mother of a teenager, she believed it
was possible that L.M. was falsely reporting even though she reported the allegations
to "police, officers, counselors, family members, [and] lawyers."(Id). Juror Latoski
agreed with Juror Case, and the court dismissed her for cause too.(v9, pp43-44). The
court's dismissals were error.
First, Juror Case's comments did not evince an "existence of a state of mind in
a juror manifesting a bias for or against the defendant, or for or against the
prosecution." Crim. P. 24 (b) (1)(X);

if. Morrison,

19 P.3d at 673(trial court did not abuse

its discretion when it failed to dismiss juror for cause because "none of the juror's
statements suggested that she would be unable to afford the defendant the
presumption of innocence or would fail to render her verdict based on the
evidence."). Her comments merely indicated that she would consider all the evidence
in determining the teenaged witnesses' credibility, and would not presume they were
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telling the truth just because they reported the allegations to police, officers,
counselors, family members, and lawyers.
Moreover, before the comments at issue here, Jurors Case and Latoski both
indicated that they could be fair and impartial jurors and that they would follow the
law. (v4, Jury Questionnaire, Juror Nos. 40, 54; v8, pp168, 174); See People v. Fuller, 791
F.2d 702 (Colo. 1990)(prospective jurors should not be disqualified for bias if they

will render a fair and impartial verdict according to the laws and evidence presented at
trial).
Second, contrary to the prosecution's claims, Juror Case's comments did not
indicate that she could not "fairly listen to the testimony of teenagers who were
residents of the Arapahoe House."(v9, pp43-44). In fact, Juror Case's comments
indicated exactly the opposite-that she would weigh all the evidence to determine the
teenaged witness's credibility.
Third, the court's decision to dismiss Jurors Case and Latoski was completely
arbitrary under the circumstances. People v. Janes,942 F.2d 1331, 1334 (Colo. App.
1997) ("A court abuses its discretion when it renders a decision that is manifestly
arbitrary, unreasonable, or unfair."). Several jurors said that teenagers make up things
to get attention, and the prosecution did not challenge those jurors, and the court did
not dismiss them for cause. (See v9, pp6-8, 18-19,25-26,28-29,34-35,40-42).
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Moreover, the court did not explain the exact reasons it dismissed Jurors Case
and Latoski for cause, but merely stated that "1 made some notes, and 1 recall what
she said. 1 am going to strike Ms. Case and Ms. Latoski."(v9, pp43-44); see People v.
Welsh, 80 P.3d 296, 304 (Colo. 2003)(The deference normally given to a trial court's
decisions under the abuse of discretion standard applies with less force where the trial
court fails to "articulate the reasoning for its decision.").
Fourth, the dismissal of Jurors Case and Latoski benefitted the prosecution's
case immensely. The prosecution's case rested entirely on the allegations of L.M., and
therefore the jury's determination of her credibility was the deciding factor in the case.
Thus, the prosecution wanted biased jurors, like the prospective juror mentioned
above, see supra B, that would presume the truth of the teenaged witness's testimony if
he or she reported the allegations to police officers, counselors, family members, and
lawyers. See Sandoval, 733 P.2d at 321 ("Certainly a fair and impartial juror must be free
from stereotypical biases, whether they be directed toward automatic acceptance or
automatic rejection of testimony based solely on the status of a witness."). Likewise,
given L.M.'s strong motive to fabricate the allegations against Mr. Vigil, it benefitted
the prosecution to dismiss jurors who would judge her credibility based on an
examination of the evidence.
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Fifth, the prosecutor took full advantage of the fact that the court had cleared
the jury of people who would not presume the truth of the teenaged witnesses. In
closing, the prosecutor argued that L.M. testified truthfully because it doesn't make
sense that L.M. "now [is] going to come in and tell [the prosecutors], and the judge,
and every one of you."(v13, p47).
In sum, Jurors Case and Latoski did not indicate that they would be biased
against either side, or that they could not render a fair and impartial verdict according
to the laws and evidence presented at trial. Juror Case's comments were proper and
should have not disqualified her and Latoski from sitting as jurors in Mr. Vigil's case.
As the record does not adequately support the court's decision to dismiss these jurors,
the court abused its discretion. See People v. Loggins,981 P.2d 630, 633 (Colo. App.
1998)(decision should be reversed if the record does not adequately support the trial
court's decision to grant the challenge for cause).
After the court's error, the prosecution and defense used all six of their
peremptory challenges.(v8, p129; v9, pp4S-S0). Thus, the error gave the prosecution
eight peremptory challenges, while the court only allowed Mr. Vigil six. Thus, the
prosecution possessed an unfair advantage in "shap ring] the composition of the jury"
in its favor in violation of Mr. Vigil's constitutional right to due process. See Lefebre,S
P .3d at 304. Prejudice is therefore presumed, and reversal is required. See id at 308.
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II.
The District Court Reversibly Erred When It Did Not Inquire Into
The Circumstances Surrounding Mr. Vigil's Dissatisfaction With His Attorney,
Did Not Allow Mr. Vigil To Obtain Substitute Counsel, And Forced Mr. Vigil
To Go To Trial With Unprepared And/Or Incompetent Counsel.
A.

Standard of Review and Preservation.

The denial of the right to counsel "constitutes structural error and is not
subject to harmless error analysis." People v. Campbell, 58 P.3d 1148, 1155 (Colo. App.
2002) (citing Arizona v. Fulminante) 499 U.S. 279 (1991)).
Mr. Vigil informed the court that his attorney was ineffective and therefore
preserved this issue. (See v17, pp2-4).

B.

Mr. Vigil's Plea For Help Fell On Deaf Ears.

On July 16, 2007, Mr. Vigil flrst appeared before the court accompanied by
counsel, Sean McCarthy ("McCarthy"). (vi , pp17, 69-70). McCarthy and Mr. Vigil
waived the right to a preliminary hearing, and the court bound the proceedings over
for arraignment on August 27, 2007.(Id).
At that arraignment, Mr. Vigil pleaded not guilty. (Id). Accordingly, the court
scheduled a motions hea1:ing on December 21, 2007, and the jury trial on January 14,

2008.(Id; v5, pp2, 70). However, on November 23, 2007, McCarthy flied a motion to
withdraw from the case because he had not communicated with Mr. Vigil for
"approximately a month or so."(Seev5, pp2-3, 5).
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At the December 21, 2007, motions hearing, McCarthy moved the court to
vacate his motion because, at that time, he was "back in communication with Mr.
Vigil."(v5, pp2-3). McCarthy was unprepared for the January 14, 2008, trial, however,
and moved the court for a first continuance.(Id at pp5-7). McCarthy told the court
that he needed time to "track[] down ... some witnesses who were talked to ... and
still say favorable things for us ... we're going to strongly think about calling these
people as witnesses in this case."(Id). The witnesses McCarthy was talking about were
Jones and McCollum. (Supplemental CD, 5/5/08 hearing, pp6-8).
The court granted McCarthy's request, Mr. Vigil waived his right to a speedy
trial, and the court continued the motions hearing to April 4, 2008, and the trial to
May 5, 2008.(vl, p71; v5, pp12-13, 15).
On March 17, 2008, the prosecutor notified McCarthy that there would be a
hearing on the prosecution's return on subpoena, but McCarthy did not show up at
that hearing. (v6, p2).
On the first day of trial, May 5, 2008, before jury selection began, McCarthy
moved the court for a second continuance. Again, McCarthy was unprepared and had
not made any contact with Jones and McCollum.(Supplemental CD, 5/5/08 hearing,
pp6-8). McCarthy told the court:
Your Honor, I rarely do this . . . I thought we were going
to be ready to go ... Your Honor, there were two potential
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witnesses that we were seeking to present, along with the
testimony of Mr. Vigil, if he does in fact decide to testify in
his defense; and those would be Terrence Jones and John
McCollum.
We don't currently have them under subpoena.

And obviously, Your Honor, since they were, at least we
thought they were friendly toward us, we had anticipated
that we would easily be able to make contact with both of
them and that they would possibly waive service of
subpoenas.
We have not been able to do that yet, and they would both
have favorable testimony for the defense in this case.

And as I said, Your Honor, typically, I don't move for
these last-minute continuances. It's very rare.

THE COURT: It's not going to happen .... The motion
to continue the morning of trial is denied because of a
decision that was made by counse1. 6
(Supplemental CD, 5/5/08 hearing, pp6-8).

Mr. Vigil is not challenging the court's denial of McCarthy's motion to continue on
appeal because this Court would surely reject the issue as McCarthy ineffectively (1)
did not provide the court with an offer of proof; and (2) did not exercise due diligence
in procuring Jones and McCollum's presence. See People v. Groves,854 F.2d 1310,
1316 (Colo. App. 1992)(offer of proof); People v. Anderson, 659 F.2d 1385, 1386
(Colo.1983) (due diligence).
6
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On the second day of trial, May 6, 2008, before the defense and prosecution
began their individual voir dire, Mr. Vigil noticed Donald Lozow ("Lozow"), a
criminal attorney, leaving the courtroom. (v21 , p8). Mr. Vigil asked Lozow for his
business card, and proceeded to tell Lozow that he "was going to trial that day and
was concerned that his attorney had not subpoenaed the necessary witnesses."(Id).
Lozow told Mr. Vigil to "make his attorney and Court aware of his concerns" and
promptly left the courtroom. (Id).
Shortly thereafter, McCarthy asked the court if he and Mr. Vigil could be heard
"in chambers ex parte," because he did not want to get into "attorney client matters"
in open court.(v9, pp3-4). The prosecution did not object, stating: "I've been made
aware that perhaps Mr. Vigil has spoken to Mr. Lozow this morning about trial
strategy. And if Mr. Lozow is sticking his nose into a case that's already in trial, that's
not something I want to hear about."(Id).
Thus, the judge, McCarthy, and Mr. Vigil went into chambers and the following
colloquy occurred:

MR. MCCARTHY: I believe Mr. Vigil ... [is] dissatisfied
with my service; and I believe he has a statement that he
wants to make to the Court.

[Mr. Vigil]: I just want to make it on record that my
attorney, Mr. McCarthy, has not even attempted to contact
my witnesses which I feel that are a major part of our
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defense, especially the two, the two employees of Arapahoe
House Gones and McCollum].
He calls me last night and tells me that he hasn't even
served a subpoena. He's waiting until the last day.
Now he tells me that I'm going to be the only one that will
probably be defending myself to get on the stand. I mean, I
just, he's, I just feel I'm not being represented to the fullest
extent of his ability or something. His heart's not in it or, I
don't know.
But, you know, as far as Mr. Lozow is. concerned, all I
asked him was for a card. But, you know, he's telling me
that I've told him, I mean why is [McCarthy] waiting until
the last minute to even try to go and do a face-to-face with
these witnesses? He hasn't even attempted that.
Now he's telling me that he's trying to get a subpoena
served to them. I've told him a number of times that ...
[court cuts Mr. Vigil off]

THE COURT: I don't ever tell attorneys how to try their
cases. The fact of the matter is, Mr. McCarthy's the fellow
that has the law degree and Mr. McCarthy is the guy that
has tried a lot of cases. Mr. McCarthy is the fellow who is a
member of the Bar ....

[YJou may not always agree with him, but he's the man
trained in law. So we're moving forward.

[Mr. Vigil]: But aren't I entitled to his best defense? I
mean, he hasn't contacted my witnesses to have my
witnesses - -
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THE COURT: I never interfere with how an attorney
does a case ....
[T]he second day of trial is not the time to address the
Court concerning those issues. If you're concerned, you
should have been concerned months ago. We're done. Seal
it up.
(v17, pp2-4). Thereafter, McCarthy subpoenaed Jones and McCollum to testify on
May 7, 2008. However, at the end of trial on May 7, after Mr. Vigil's testimony,
McCarthy told the court that:

MR. MCCARTHY: Your honor, I don't know right now
if we're going to be presenting any more witnesses. If we
do, I would try and do it flrst thing tomorrow morning.
Otherwise, then we'll rest.

THE COURT: Are you going to do that tonight or are
you going to bring somebody in in the morning?

MR. MCCARTHY: We've been trying to get a hold of
them and bring them in in the morning, if I can reach
them.
'
(vii, pp180-8i). The next day, McCarthy did not call Jones or McCollum, move for a
continuance or mistrial, or tell the court that Jones and McCollum did not comply
with their subpoenas.(v12, pi). He merely re-called Detective Danni and rested. 7 (Id).

Inexplicably, McCarthy did not even attempt to get Jones and McCollum's
statements into evidence through cross-examination of Danni.

7
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Before closing arguments and out of the jury's presence, McCarthy told the
court that his process server served Jones and McCollum on May 6, 2008, for them to
appear on May 7, 2008, but they did not show up to testify.(v13, pp6-7). The court
responded that it could not take any action until it viewed the return of service,
because "it depends upon how much time [the witnesses had to comply with the
subpoena]. .. .! believe that's jurisdictional and statutory."(Id). At the time, McCarthy
did not have the return of service back from the process server company.(Id).
Thus, as Mr. Vigil predicted, he was left as the only one defending himself at
trial, and the jury never heard that there were at least two witnesses that had told police
that L.M. could not have been sexually assaulted by Mr. Vigil during the volleyball
game on December 18,2006, in direct contradiction to L.M.'s testimony.

c.

Law and Analysis.

The fundamental right to counsel is guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment to the
United States Constitution and Article II, Section 16 of the Colorado Constitution,
and is considered "essential to a fair trial." See People v. Arguello, 772 P .2d 87, 92 (Colo.
1989); People v. Bostic, 148 P.3d 250, 259 (Colo. App. 2006); U.S. Const. amends. V,
XIV; Colo. Const. art. II §§16, 25. The right to counsel guarantees "competent
representation." Arguello, 772 P .2d at 92. Defendants with privately retained lawyers
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are entitled to the same protection under the Sixth Amendment as defendants with
court-appointed counsel. Campbell, 58 P.3d at 1155.
In Arguello, the court held that, in order to protect a defendant's right to
counsel, "when an indigent defendant voices objections to court-appointed counsel,
the trial court has the obligation to inquire into the reasons for the dissatisfaction."
Arguello, 772 F.2d at 94(ciring United States v. Padilla, 819 F.2d 952, 956 n.l (10th Cir.

1987)). This obligation has also been applied in cases involving privately retained
counsel, see, e.g., Padilla,819 F.2d at 956 n.l, presumably because there is no good
reason for the court to make distinctions between tlle two. See McQueen v. Swenson, 498
F.2d 207,217 n.14 (8th Cir. 1974); United States v. Marshall, 488 F.2d 1169, 1192-93
(9th Cir. 1973); Monroe v. United States, 389 A.2d 811, 820 (D.c. 1978), cert. denied, 439
U.S. 1006 (1978).
A defendant's right to a fair trial also requires a court to inquire under these
circumstances. See Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 71 (1942)("Upon the trial judge
rests the duty of seeing that the trial is conducted with solicitude for the essential
rights of the accused."); Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 52 (1932) ("It was the duty of
the court having [defendants'] cases in charge to see that tlley were denied no
necessary incident of a fair trial."); ABA, Standards for Criminal Justice Special functions

of

the Trial Judge, Standard 6-1.1 (3d ed. 2000)("The trial judge has the responsibility for
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safeguarding ... the rights of the accused ... in the administration of criminal justice .
. . . Of utmost importance, of course, are the constitutional rights of the defendant.").
If, after the court inquires into the reasons for the defendant's dissatisfaction,
the defendant establishes "good cause," such as a conflict of interest or an
insufficiently prepared counsel, "the court is required to substitute new counseL"

Arguello,772 P.2d at 94 (emphasis added); see Sanchez v. Mondragon,

85~

F.2d 1462,

1466-67 (10th Cir. 1988) (unprepared counsel can constitute "good cause" that
requires court to allow substitution of new counsel) overruled on other grounds

0J United

States v. Allen,895 F.2d 1577, 1579-80 (10th Cir. 1990). On the other hand, if the
defendant fails to establish "good cause," the court can then "insist that the defendant
choose between continued representation by existing counsel and appearing pro se."

Arguello, 772 P.2d at 94.
Here, although doubtful, it is possible that the court did not read officer
Danni's application for arrest warrant, (vl, ppll-12), and therefore did not know that
Jones and McCollum's testimony was potentially exculpatory to Mr. Vigil.
Nevertheless, Mr. Vigil clearly voiced a "substantial complaint" about his counsel that
created a duty in the court to inquire and further investigate the situation. See United

States v. Calabro, 467 F.2d 973, 986 (2d Cir. 1972) ("If a court refuses to inquire into a
seemingly substantial complaint about counsel when he has no reason to suspect the
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bona fides of the defendant, or if on discovering justifiable dissatisfaction a court
refuses to replace the attorney, the defendant may then properly claim denial of his
Sixth Amendment right."). In other words, if the court did not know the substance of
Jones and McCollum's testimony, the law requires it to expend the miniscule amount
of energy it would have taken to ask Mr. Vigil and find out. See, e.g., People v. Hill, 148
Cal. App. 3d 744, 753-54 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1983) (court is required to inquire when
a defendant complains that counsel failed to call exculpatory witnesses to testify). The
court cannot, as happened here, simply ignore Mr. Vigil's concerns and force him to
go to trial with an obviously unprepared and/or incompetent lawyer. See People v.

Groce, 18 Cal. App. 3d 292, 296 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1971)(finding reversible error
where defendant complained that counsel was not calling witnesses and the court did
not inquire).
Moreover, even if the court did not know that Jones and McCollum's
testimony was potentially exculpatory, the court was aware of everything it needed to
know in order to assess whether Mr. Vigil established "good cause" that required the
substitution of counsel. The court knew that (1) McCarthy was unreliable because he
failed to show up for a pre-trial hearing; (2) McCarthy had communication issues
because he moved to withdraw from Mr. Vigil's case because he failed to
communicate with Mr. Vigil for "approximately a month or so;" (3) McCarthy's
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failure to subpoena Jones and McCollum was not strategy but rather an error in
McCarthy's judgment; (4) McCarthy told Mr. Vigil for the first time on the first day of
trial that he had not attempted to contact, or subpoena, Jones and McCollum; and (5)
Mr. Vigil had asked another defense attorney for his card and expressed his concern
with McCarthy's lack of preparation to that attorney.(See v5, pp2-3, 5; v6, p2;
Supplemental CD, 5/5/08 hearing, pp6-8; v17, pp2-4; v21, p18). Thus, the totality of
the circumstances establishes that the court knew, or should have known, that
McCarthy's performance in this case was completely ineffective. See, e.g., United States
ex rei. Hampton v. Leibach, 347 F.3d 219, 246-52 (7th Cir. 2003)(finding counsel
ineffective in part, for failing to investigate and interview exculpatory eyewitnesses
identified by the defendant).
Finally, there is no evidence that Mr. Vigil's complaints about his attorney were
an attempt to delay the trial. See Arguello, 772 P.2d at 94("A defendant should not be
allowed to use a motion for substitution of counsel as a delay tactic, but on the other
hand, 'the interest in judicial efficiency cannot override the fundamental right of an
accused to be represented by counsel."')(quoting King v. People, 728 P.2d 1264, 1268
(Colo. 1986)). The court granted only one previous continuance because McCarthy
was unprepared, at no fault of Mr. Vigil. Moreover, McCarthy told Mr. Vigil that no
subpoenas were issued on the first day of trial and Mr. Vigil raised the issue before the
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court the very next day before the defense and prosecution began their individual voir
dire. (v17, pp2-4; v21, p8).
Thus, the court violated Mr. Vigil's right to the effective assistance of counsel
and right to a fair trial when it did not inquire into Mr. Vigil's complaints and refused
to acknowledge that Mr. Vigil established "good cause" sufficient to justify the
substitution of counsel, and forced him to go to trial with unprepared and/or
incompetent counsel. Because the court's error resulted in the jury not hearing the
testimony of at least two exculpatory witnesses who's testimony would have severely
damaged L.M.'s credibility, the enor pervaded the "entire proceeding ... and cast so
much doubt on the fairness of the trial process as a matter of law" and therefore
cannot be considered harmless. Arguello, 772 F.2d at 97. Reversal is therefore required.

lei.

III. The District Court Reversibly Erred When It Violated Mr. Vigil's
Right To Counsel Of His Choice And Forced Him To Go To Trial With
Unwanted, Unprepared, And/Or Incompetent Counsel.
A.

Standard of Review and Preservation.

The denial of the right to counsel of one's choice constitutes structural enor.

Ancrya v. People, 764 F.2d 779, 781-83 (Colo. 1988).
Mr. Vigil informed the court that his attorney was ineffective and therefore
preserved this issue. (5ee v17, pp2-4).
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B.

Mr. Vigil's Plea for Help Fell on Deaf Ears.

See supra Section II.B.

C.

Law and Analysis.

"It long has been recognized that 'an accused who desires and is financially able

should be afforded a fair opportunity to secure counsel of his own choice.'"

An"D'a, 764 F.2d at 781 (quoting

Powel~

287 U.S. at 53). The Colorado Supreme Court

recognized a defendant's right to retain counsel of his choice in Rodriguez v. District

Court:
A defendant's right to be represented by counsel of choice
is grounded in the jurisprudence of the sixth amendment to
the United States Constitution and is entitled to great
deference. This guarantee reflects the substantial interest of
a defendant in retaining the freedom to select an attorney
the defendant trusts and in whom the defendant has
confidence .... Because the preservation of this freedom
of choice of counsel is a central feature of our adversary
system, it is of substantial importance to the integrity of the
judicial process.
719 F.2d 699, 705-06 (Colo. 1986)(citations omitted).
Moreover, "[t]he right to defend is a personal right given directly to the
defendant because it is the defendant 'who suffers the consequences if the defense
fails.'" An"D'a,764 F.2d at 781 (quoting Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 819-20
(1975)). In Faretta, the Supreme Court explained:
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[a]n unwanted counsel "represents" the defendant only
through a tenuous and unacceptable legal fiction. Unless
the accused has acquiesced in such representation, the
defense presented is not the defense guaranteed him by the
Constitution, for, in a very real sense, it is not his defense.

Faretta) 422 U.S. at 820-21 (emphasis in original).
Here, the gravamen of Mr. Vigil's in-camera comments was for the court to
allow him to dismiss McCarthy and hire new counsel. See) e.g.) People v. Marsden, 465
P.2d 44, 46 (Cal. 1970)(where defendant complained about his counsel's performance,
court considered complaint as a motion for appointment of another attorney or pro
se representation). Immediately after asking Lozow, another defense attorney, for his
card, Mr. Vigil established that his current attorney, McCarthy, was ineffective.(See
v17, pp2-4).
However, the court ignored Mr. Vigil's concerns. The court told Mr. Vigil that
even though he [Mr. Vigil] did not agree with McCarthy's "decision," (see
Supplemental CD, 5/5/08 hearing, pp6-8), to not call two potentially exculpatory
witnesses for his defense, "[McCarthy's] the man trained in law. So we're moving
forward."(v17, pp2-4). The court then shut Mr. Vigil down, stating "we're done."(Id).
Hence, the trial court denied Mr. Vigil the right to counsel of his choice when it
ignored his complaints and forced him to go to trial with unwanted, unprepared
and/or incompetent counsel. See Ancrya, 764 P.2d at 781; People v. Ragusa, 2009 WL
2783010, 5 (Colo. App. 2009)(trial court's acquiescence in defense attorney's plan to
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not let the defendant flre him denied the defendant her right to counsel of choice).
Reversal is therefore required. Id

IV. The Interests Of Justice Required The Trial Court To Grant Mr.
Vigil A New Trial.
A.

Standard of Review and Preservation.

Upon review of a trial court's decision to deny a motion for new trial, this
Court applies the abuse of discretion standard to the court's flnding of fact, but
reviews the court's conclusions of law de novo. People v. Whitman, 205 P.3d 371,
386 (Colo. App. 2007).
McCarthy preserved this issue for review when he moved the court for a new
trial. (See vi, ppS7-S9).

B.

McCarthy's Motion for a New Trial.

For an account of the circumstances that occurred before trial in this case, see
supra Section II.B.

McCarthy rued Jones and McCollum's return of subpoenas in the court on May
20,2008, and moved the court "in the interests of justice" for a new trial on May 23,
2008.(vl, ppS7-S9; v21, pp7-17). In his motion, McCarthy explained to the court, in
pertinent part:
The morning of the fust day of trial, before the start of voir
dire, the defendant moved for a continuance of the jury
trial because the defendant did not have two potentially
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exculpatory defense witnesses, John McCollum and
Terrance Jones, under subpoena. The jury trial setting was
the second in the case.
The defendant had anticipated that the two witnesses
would be friendly toward the defense and would not
require subpoenas to be present to testify for the
defendant.
The Court denied the defendant's motion to continue the
jury trial.
The defendant, after the jury trial began, obtained service
of subpoenas on the witnesses. Service of subpoenas was
made on May 6, 2008 [second day of trial] for testimony on
May 7, 2008 [third day of trial].
The witnesses failed to appear to testify on May 7, 2008 for
the defendant's case in chief.

The defendant has a constitutional right to the effective
assistance of counsel. This includes sufficient time for
defense counsel to prepare the defense case.

The anticipated testimony from witnesses McCollum and
J ones would have been admissible and material to issues in
the case and even exculpatory for the defendant. The
defendant was substantially prejudiced by the Court's denial
of the motion to continue the jury trial.
(v1, pp57-59)(citations omitted). At the sentencing hearing, the court did not allow
McCarthy to make a further record, but held on the written motions that:
I've had filed now the return on subpoenas that were
apparently served on May 6th for two witnesses to appear
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and testify on May 7th. Obviously, under the rules, that's
not sufficient time. That's an invalid subpoena. And if the
people who were served those subpoenas had requested
they be quashed, they, of course, would have been quashed
because of noncompliance with the rules of procedure.
I also note here that at the time the continuance was
requested, there was a rather broad representation made by
on behalf of the Defendant that somehow these witnesses
were going to testify in such a fashion that it would have
been important to the Defendant.
But I never did hear why and I never did hear any
substantive reason and I never did hear any particularities
as to what these witnesses were going to testify to, only that
the Defendant that they were going to appear voluntarily;
and then apparently, they determined that that wasn't going
to happen and so subpoenas were issued.
And it leaves the Court to ponder, if these people had such
favorable things to say about Mr. Vigil, why then would
they not appear voluntarily, as represented to the Court?
And obviously they didn't.
So the motion for new trial I don't believe is well founded;
and the motion will be denied because of a lack of any
indication of what these witnesses were purportedly going
to testify to on behalf of Mr. Vigil at trial.
We'll see, I guess, if the Court of Appeals and the Supreme
Court agrees with me .... The motion's denied.
(v1S, pp2-3). The court then moved on to sentencing. Mr. Vigil used his time at the
podium to plead with the court, in pertinent part:
I still, I still feel I'm innocent. I mean, personally, this
whole trial, it started off wrong from your opening
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statements to the jury about your nonrefundable plane
ticket on Friday to my lawyer's incompetence, not
subpoenaing my witnesses.
I'm not in denial. I just feel I didn't get a fair triaL I mean,
if I was going to be found guilty by a jury of my peers, I
feel they should hear all the evidence from all sides, from
all the witnesses also.

Anyway, I don't know . . . I was just hoping for justice.
That's all I want. But I guess, I don't know, I just don't feel
my lawyer represented me right also. I mean, if you can't
recognize that, I mean, how deep, his whole defense was
weak. And I brought it up, but then my statements were
sealed [see v17, pp2-4]. So it's like it fell on deaf ears. I don't
know. I'm done.

(lei. at ppl0-ll). After the court sentenced Mr. Vigil, he allowed McCarthy to make a
record.(lei.). McCarthy stated:

MR. MCCARTHY: [A]s far as the motion for a new trial
goes, Your Honor, as far as particularity goes, Your Honor,
the affidavit for the arrest warrant that is in the court file
written by the officer from Thornton contains the
statements from Mr. McCollum and Mr. Jones; and also,
that affidavit for the arrest warrant is also attached to the
presentence report.
Your Honor, the statement Mr. Jones made to the
Thornton police is on page 5 of the affidavit for the arrest
warrant. Also, the statement that Mr. McCollum made to
the Thornton police is on page 6 of the 9-page affidavit for
the arrest warrant.

THE COURT: I've read it.
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MR. MCCARTHY: And that's the additional record that I
wanted to make, Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. The record's clear.
(Id at pp14-15).

C.

Law and Analysis.

"Under Crim. P. 33(c), the trial court may grant a new trial if required in the
interests of justice." People ex reI. J.P.L, 2009 WL 1798602, 5 (Colo. App. 2009). The
rule further requires the movant to flie a written motion, and in that motion, "point
out with particularity the defects and errors complained of." Crim. P. 33(c). Calling
the court's attention to the specific error made in connection with its rulings is
sufficient "particularity" required to comply with Crim. P. 33(c). See Perry v. People, 181
P.2d 439,440-41 (Colo. 1947).
Here, the court denied McCarthy's motion for a new trial for two reasons: (1)
the court believed that McCarthy's subpoenas were invalid and not enforceable; and
(2) McCarthy's motion for new trial did not give the court "any indication of what
[Jones and McCollum] were purportedly going to testify to."(v15, pp2-3).
1.

A Question of Law Subject to De Novo Review: Were
McCal-thy's Subpoenas Enforceable?

Crim. P. 17 provides that, in every criminal case, the defendant has a right to
subpoena witnesses. See also Colo. Const. art. II § 16(''In criminal prosecutions the
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accused shall have the right to ... have process to compel the attendance of witnesses
in his behalf."). Section 16-9-101 contains a similar provision. See § 16-9-101, c.R.S.
(2009). Neither the criminal rule nor the criminal statute contains a time limit within
which the subpoena is required to be served in advance of the witness's appearance
before it is deemed valid.
On the other hand, in civil cases, "[u]nless otherwise ordered by the court for
good cause shown, such subpoena shall be served no later than forty-eight hours
before the time for appearance set out in said subpoena." c.R.c.P. 45(c).
Hence, the fact that both the criminal rule and criminal statute do not have a
time limit and the rule of civil procedure does, indicates that the legislature was aware
of, and had the opportunity to include a time limit in criminal cases but declined to do
so. See Norman

J.

Singer, Sutherland Statutory Construction, § 46.6 at 231-48 (7th ed.

2007) (in determining legislative intent, courts have a responsibility to give effect to the
words used in the statute, and every word excluded from a statute must be presumed
to have been excluded for a reason). This is presumably because of the importance of
a defendant's right to confrontation in criminal cases. See U.S. CONST. amend. VI;
COLO. CONST. art.

II, § 16.

Thus, McCarthy's subpoenas were valid and enforceable, and the court erred by
denying his motion for new trial on that ground.
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2.

A Question of Law Subject to De Novo Review: Was McCarthy's
Motion Sufficiently Particular to Satisfy Crim. P. 33(c)?

McCarthy's motion specifically mentioned that he requested a continuance on
the first day of trial so he could subpoena two potentially exculpatory witnesses. The
motion named the two potentially exculpatory witnesses, Jones and McCollum. The
motion informed the court that McCarthy did eventually serve Jones and McCollum,
but tlley did not obey their subpoenas.
While the motion did not give the court "any indication of what [Jones and
McCollum] were purportedly going to testify to," tlle court admitted that it had read
the affidavit for arrest warrant and therefore it knew precisely what Jones and
McCollum were "purportedly going to testify to." In otller words, the court denied
McCarthy's motion because it did not contain an offer of proof, even though the
court admitted that it knew what that offer of proof would have been if McCarthy
had been competent enough to include it in his motion.
The particularity requirement exists because a motion for new trial gives tlle
,
trial court a "fair opportunity to consider and correct, if necessary, any erroneous
rulings and to acquaint him with the specific objection to those rulings," and it is
impossible for the court to rule without sufficient information. Perry, 181 P.2d at 44041. Here, the court had sufficient information. Jones and McCollum's statements were
on the record well before trial. The court admitted it read the statements. The court
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read the motion for new triaL Accordingly, the trial court erred when it feigned
ignorance of Jones and McCollum's potentially exculpatory testimony, and denied
McCarthy's motion because he did not point out facts that the court already knew.
Thus, McCarthy's motion and argument called the court's attention to the
specific error made in connection with its ruling, it was sufficiently "particular" under
Crim. P. 33(c), and the court erred by denying McCarthy's motion for new trial on
that ground. See Perry, 181 P.2d at 440-41.
Finally, because of the court's ruling regarding the particularity of McCartl1.Y's
motion, it did not reach tl1.e ultimate question of whether a new trial was required.
However, in light of the circumstances here, a remand to determine this point is
unnecessary-it is clear that "the interests of justice" require tlus Court to grant Mr.
Vigil a new triaL

CONCLUSION
THEREFORE, based on the arguments and authorities presented above, Mr.
Vigil respectfully requests that this Court reverse his convictions and order a new trial.
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